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24 August 2021 

Physics, Earth and Space Science Phase 2 Survey – Raw Feedback 
 
 
Do you think the draft materials for this subject are ready for testing with students in pilot 
schools/kura? 
Option Total Percent 

The materials are ready for piloting 3 0.32% 

The materials need small amendments before piloting 3 0.32% 

The materials need significant amendments before piloting 16 1.68% 

The materials are unsuitable for piloting 12 1.26% 

Not Answered 917 96.42% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on the draft materials? If there was one thing you think 
would help make these materials easier to test in the pilot, what would it be?  
Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4ES9-X 

A specific meaning for mauri as this term has multiple meanings and will be 
confusing to explain it to the students in its various contexts. 

ANON-
767U-
4EAW-A 

What a strange mix that has no correlation with the style of bio/chem. I do like the 
focus on knowledge at least for physics and the inclusion of an exam paper. 
Literally the only one in science. The material is lacking and would not be usable 
currently. 

ANON-
767U-
4ENG-7 

It is really disappointing that investigation in physics has been removed. It is 
taking away the very essence of what physics is. I understand that the proposed 
Science 1.1 standard has some investigative nature, but this is far removed from 
being investigation in physics. The Physics and Earth and Space Science 
standard 1.2 on "Models" (instead of "modelling" or (better) "investigation") has 
ended up being a mess. 

ANON-
767U-
4ENR-J 

Absolutely no one can clearly articulate what Matauranaga Maori is which is a 
huge concern. 
We try to be clear in our language and definitions in science, but all of a sudden 
we are adding intentional ambiguity. 
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Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4E5W-X 

For any external, it is a deep worry that any set of explanatory notes lacks 
specificity and detail. Compare any phase 2 external with any current NCEA 
external and it will become obvious that the NCEA-review documents need much 
more clarity, depth and detail. One purpose of the explanatory notes is to 
ringfence what is and is not assessed, but the other primary purpose is to specify 
what exactly is inside that boundary. Broad statements or phrases that can be 
interpreted in many different ways will lead to failure of the external assessment 
system as well as the failure by the students of NZ. 
 
Both physics standards require a major rewriting - shifting back to the phase 1 
plans of an assessed experiment and wider-than-just-mechanics external. The 
credit values could then be logically shifted to 6 for the external and 4 for the 
assessed experiment internal. 
 
Allowing the choice of a geological context or geological events in the ess-
standards would be preferable than just sun/earth/moon or human impact on 
Earth systems. 
 
Phy/ESS course plans: 
In all 3 of the phase-2 course plans (A, B and C) the breadth and depth of content 
that would then be learned and assessed by the phy/ess 1.4 external is shallow 
and narrow, thus insufficient to properly prepare or allow a student to deeply 
understand or learn the content much less allow any student to develop a solid 
and wide foundational understanding of physics to then potentially opt into further 
study. The included physics contexts and content are insufficient even for a 
stripped down and flawed external as is proposed in phase 2. In short, the course 
plans seem to now be imbalanced towards the earth-space-science side as well 
as insufficient. The phase 1 course plans (A, B and C) showed a much better fit of 
physics and earth space science content, learning and how assessment 
opportunities could be interwoven and overlapped. It is a shame that the MoE 
decided to rewrite and drastically change the phase 1 elements of phy/ess. 
Finally, it is noted that in none of the phase 2 course plans is the term 
“momentum” used. Not once. Yet again signaling and reflecting the error in its 
inclusion in the flawed phy/ess 1.4 external explanatory notes and listed content. 
 
Learning Matrix for phy/ess: phase 2 vs phase 1 issues 
The phase 2 version seems to have had a major rewrite. Why? 
Is one way to interpret the phase 2 version that there are two parallel possible 
programs? As the 1st sentence of most of the physics-bullet-points seems 
unhinged and potentially disconnected with the 2nd or 3rd sentence. 
Inclusion of mātauranga Māori and placing it on an equal footing is the 2nd of the 
7 NCEA-review goals. This is entirely understandable and thus it is great to see 
those aspects reflected in various parts of various documents. But the phase 2 
learning matrix now reads a bit like it has a split personality in the physics 
elements and in some situations, it seems a bit forced. 

ANON-
767U-
4EKK-8 

The external E&SS assessment looks fine in content. However, I do not feel that 
the CAT format will be as valid as an external assessment. While critical thinking 
is a key educational outcome, knowledge is still very valuable as you need a base 
line of knowledge upon which to base critical thinking. Especially in the sciences. 
Humans have an implicit bias, which is why traditional, externally assessed exams 
are still the most valid and impartial way of assessing knowledge. Humans are 
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subject to implicit bias, and when a teacher's job depends upon student results, 
there is always going to be varying integrity of internal/CAT types of assessment. 
In addition, I am concerned that the CAT type assessment will further 
disadvantage some students, as some will get a lot of support from parents and 
teachers in exam prep, others will get less. 
 
I really do not think the internal assessment content is suitable for the subject. The 
phase 1 ESS "big ideas" focused on "deep space and time" and "energy flows, 
matter cycles". These are foundational concepts in Earth and Space science, and 
I am really disappointed that there has been such a departure from them. The 
internal focusses wholly on "human induced changes", which puts the subject 
squarely in the realm of geography, or a small subset of the biosphere, which 
could be construed as biology. 
Please can we move back towards the original big ideas? Human changes are 
important, but at Level 1, as a foundation, understanding wider interactions 
between the four spheres seems like a much better starting point for learning 
about earth systems. 

ANON-
767U-
4E7G-G 

That the materials were better based on the direction of the 'new curriculum', 
where there is a bigger focus on skills rather than the old fashioned content 
knowledge. The current material is little different from the current NCEA on offer. 

ANON-
767U-
4EU8-Y 

There is a HUGE amount of reading required to give meaningful feedback for 
each of the standards for ALL 16 Science standards. It is difficult to find enough 
time to give this the thinking it deserves and requires. 
However, in the amount of reading, thinking and consultation with other science 
teachers, we have the following thoughts. 
 
Also, the inclusion of the term “momentum” is in ERROR at Yr11 physics. The 
concept of momentum has been taught for years in Year 12 physics. To move it, 
in any way, into Yr11 will cause confusion as to how deep to learn or teach it. It 
will also cause issues for Yr12 physics assessments as MoE usually puts on 
restrictions that if a concept is assessed in 1 year then that concept cannot be 
assessed again the next year. Thus including momentum at Yr11 is unwise and at 
best, shows a flawed understanding of the progression of concepts taught in Yr11, 
12 and 13 physics. It should be removed. There are enough mechanics concepts 
without including momentum for Yr11 students to wrap their minds around and get 
a broad base of understanding before opting into deeper learning at L2 and L3. 
 
Also, the conditions of assessment bluntly show how the phase 2 version of this 
standard has been drastically changed from the phase 1 intended “investigate 
relationships in aspects of physics”. The phase 1 idea should be re-instituted as 
explained above. At least the critical flawed change in the direction of this 
standard is bluntly included at the end of the “unpacking the standard” section: “an 
investigation may be conducted as part of teaching and learning to collect primary 
data to use for this assessment; however, the investigation is not assessed by the 
standard.“ Thus making it clear that someone, somewhere decided to move away 
from an assessed investigation to a new standard on the comparing and 
contrasting of metaphors (models) for certain physical phenomena. Please revisit 
this decision and allow an actual assessed investigation as explained above. 
 
In all 3 of the phase-2 course plans (A, B and C) the breadth and depth of content 
that would then be learned and assessed by the phy/ess 1.4 external is shallow 
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and narrow, thus insufficient to properly prepare or allow a student to deeply 
understand or learn the content much less allow any student to develop a solid 
and wide foundational understanding of physics to then potentially opt into further 
study. The included physics contexts and content are insufficient even for a 
stripped down and flawed external as is proposed in phase 2. In short, the course 
plans seem to now be imbalanced towards the earth-space-science side as well 
as insufficient. The phase 1 course plans (A, B and C) showed a much better fit of 
physics and earth space science content, learning and how assessment 
opportunities could be interwoven and overlapped. It is a shame that the MoE 
decided to rewrite and drastically change the phase 1 elements of phy/ess. 
Finally, it is noted that in none of the phase 2 course plans is the term 
“momentum” used. Not once. Yet again signaling and reflecting the error in its 
inclusion in the flawed phy/ess 1.4 external explanatory notes and listed content. 

ANON-
767U-
4EU3-T 

The volume of materials supplied in each standard makes a deep understanding 
of the draft materials and how they can best support the learning of Year 11 
students impossible. However, with the limited time busy teachers have, the 
following is of note: 
The explanatory notes are unclear, as is the level of depth of understanding 
required. Some concepts are too advanced for this level of the curriculum (eg 
Momentum) and require a building of sequential knowledge in order to master 
them. It appears that some of the support materials may have been constructed 
by a non-physics/science teacher due to the misunderstanding of some of the key 
concepts. 

ANON-
767U-
4EUH-F 

There is a HUGE amount of reading required to give meaningful feedback for 
each of the standards for ALL 16 Science standards. It is difficult to find enough 
time to give this the thinking it deserves and requires. 
However, in the amount of reading and thinking time, along with consultation with 
other science teachers, we have the following thoughts. 
Some concepts are too difficult, the pilot materials do not match the initial 
consultation (which gave a broad range of concepts that students may come 
across in their lives), the explanatory notes are not particularly clear. 

ANON-
767U-
4EPC-5 

It's not about how easy test they are, it's about whether they are good educational 
tools. 

ANON-
767U-
4EZT-Z 

Specification of content knowledge needed 
Exemplars of assessments to clarify the standards 

ANON-
767U-
41XX-E 

The Standard 1.1 is not suitable for an Earth science subject. It focuses on a very 
small portion of Earth science - the human impact. However, Earth is 4.56 billion 
years old, and the proposed topics focus instead on the last several hundred 
years of Earth history. The standard completely ignores the fundamental natural 
processes that have (and continue) to shape Earth - plate tectonics, or Milankovic 
cycles on global climate, for example. 
 
The standard is therefore of extremely limited scope and I would be troubled if this 
were the perspective of Earth Science being pursued here. 
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ANON-
767U-
41J7-Y 

Absence of actual exemplars for 3/4 of the assessments provides no clarity of 
intent. The ones that was provided was so generic and lacking in a marking 
scheme as to be next to useless. 

ANON-
767U-
41GJ-F 

The big ideas seem fine (although I'm not sure how they got away with FIVE big 
ideas when everyone else had to put up with four). However, I'm concerned about 
the lack of reference to te ao Maori even when connections seem very apparent in 
the material - for example there is no reference to maramataka even in the big 
ideas around Earth and cycles. 

ANON-
767U-
412S-3 

I don't like that Earth and Space Science aren't 5 credits each 

ANON-
767U-
41UY-C 

1. Radically modify 1.4, so that it covers a wider range of Physics concepts at 
introductory depth, while leaving out abstract concepts like Momentum. 
2. Get rid of the "concept, phenomenon, model" triangle in 1.2 which will strangle 
the students at Merit level. 
3. Turn 1.2 into a solid Physics investigation which generates and tests a 
mathematical model. This is far more useful for the students than the "concept, 
phenomenon, model" idea which seems like splitting hairs. 

ANON-
767U-
41U6-9 

I strongly object to the proposed materials. Specifically, as an atheist I take issue 
with the presentation of matauranga Maori alongside bodies of knowledge such 
as physics, earth and space science, where a significant portion of the former is 
drawn from a system beliefs which are very often unsupported by any empirical 
data, and have more in common with spirituality and religion than with the 
contemporary understanding of science. 
 
Matauranga Maori is indeed a body of knowledge, and clearly has great value to 
Maori, however it does not have the same requirements as contemporary science 
and should not be presented alongside them. For something to be accepted and 
become published as current understanding a scientist or scientific group has to 
collect data which, along with the method by which that data was obtained and the 
analysis thereof, will be peer reviewed by experts in that field before it being 
published. And even after it being published, those finding will be subjected to 
criticism and attempts to replicate the results before eventually a consensus will 
be formed. 
 
From https://www.epa.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Documents/Te-Hautu/Matauranga-
Maori-Report_Companion-Guide.pdf: 
 
"Mātauranga...is essentially a system of knowledge and understanding about 
Māori beliefs relating to creation, the phases of creation and the relationship 
between atua (supernatural guardians), and tangata (mankind). This relationship 
or whakapapa (genealogy) determines the way people behave in the context of 
their environmental ethnical practices” 
 
And: 
"Mātauranga has a strong oral tradition – it is transmitted in a variety of forms, 
including whakapapa, waiata, haka, whakataukī, pūrākau, kōrero tuku iho, and 
whakairo." 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41GJ-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-412S-3
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-412S-3
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-412S-3
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41UY-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41UY-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41UY-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41U6-9
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41U6-9
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41U6-9
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So a body of knowledge, passed down orally relating beliefs about creation, atua 
(gods) and mankind. How can any of this be validated or disputed? How can there 
be any discussion about it without claims of racial insensitivity? There is no way - 
we just have to accept it as true or not, in other words we would need to accept it 
on faith which is the definition of religion. 
 
I would refer you to: https://www.hrc.co.nz/files/9414/2387/8011/HRC-Religion-in-
NZ-Schools-for-web.pdf 
"The Education Act 1964 (Section 79) requires student participation in religious 
instruction or observance to be voluntary. This is achieved by allowing pupils to 
opt out, that is to not be present at the place and time when observance or 
instruction is taking place." 
 
How do you propose to teach a syllabus where there are large sections that would 
fall under the category of religious instruction and which I for one would most 
definitely want my children to be opted out from? 

ANON-
767U-
4ED6-C 

The omission of electricity is not good. The amount of extra work required in 
having 2 internals and a CAT (marked by teachers) means significantly more work 
for teachers. 
The lack of flexibility is poor. Many schools would prefer to offer a 
physics/chemistry course. 

ANON-
767U-
41U4-7 

We need more time. Delay the process by a year so that we have time to properly 
get ready. 
 
The course outlines provided do not seem to line up with the current standards 
and made the process of giving feedback very confusing (e.g. seemed to link PES 
1.4 to a section of the outline about heat and magnetism, but that is no-longer in 
the PES 1.4 content - although I would rather they were put back in, as 1.4 is now 
far too narrow). 

ANON-
767U-
41BN-E 

Earth Science coverage is incomplete and highly biased toward human-Earth 
interactions. Yes, these are important, but there is so much more! Why was the 
Deep Time "Big Idea" (Deep time and distance are used to develop our 
understanding of planet Earth and beyond) removed? This is the single most 
important contribution of Earth Science to science and human culture! No mention 
of the planet's age, formation, or long history, the evolution of life, mass 
extinctions, plate tectonics, mineral and water resources, natural hazards 
(earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, landslides). The absence of at least some of 
these topics in the curriculum will be a gross disservice to future generations of 
students. 
 
As a geoscience educator at the Tertiary level, I have long lamented the lack of 
coverage of Earth Science at the Secondary Level. If these changes are 
implemented in their current form, they will be worse than ignoring the subject 
completely. 

ANON-
767U-
414S-5 

Not enough detail on what content as teachers we need to address. In particular 
the topics that lead on to L2 and L3 studies in all of the science subjects. 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4ED6-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4ED6-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4ED6-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41U4-7
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41U4-7
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41U4-7
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41BN-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41BN-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41BN-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-414S-5
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-414S-5
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-414S-5
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ANON-
767U-
41ZR-A 

The course outlines need to be supported with more resources so teachers 
across NZ are not all having to develop these. The bones are there but much 
more needs to be done to support teachers. 
 
It is hard for teachers to teach ideas such Ranginui and Papatūānuku separating 
in science. Mātauranga Māori has a strong place in our teaching and many great 
contexts and views that we will be incorporating. Myths and legends are harder to 
communicate as a science idea without destroying the mana of Māori by saying it 
was a way of explaining things at the time or supplementing it with geological 
science ideas. 

ANON-
767U-
41TT-6 

Provision of Specific contextual examples to give a clearer idea as to what 
Mauri, Pūrākau, te ao Māori , etc mean, and how they are intended to be used in 
this context. 
Clearer guidelines as to when and what pre assessment is to be provided 

ANON-
767U-
4147-9 

My concern is that although energy is a "big idea" there in no mention of waves or 
electricity. Yes these can be studied as part of the energy topic but will all schools 
see the need to do so. If not students moving to Level 2 then Level 3 Physics 
come to these levels at a distinct disadvantage. In addition a common 
assessment to check the actual understanding of the ideas gained by individual 
students becomes almost impossible if they have all covered different content. 

ANON-
767U-
4146-8 

Overall, I think the materials are significantly improved since the last round of 
consultation. The details now provided will make this substantially easier to 
implement as a teacher. 
 
I do have one major concern though. The Earth and Space Science portion of this 
subject has substantial mātauranga Māori embedded into it. This will be relatively 
straight forward to implement given specific models and case studies are 
highlighted as possibilities. I am concerned about the relative lack of mātauranga 
Māori in the Physics portion of this subject. It almost feels like Earth and Space 
Science are being elevated and added into Physics so that Physics can remain 
unchanged, but the subject can still claim to be inclusive mātauranga Māori. 
Given that in my role as an outreach coordinator for several science research 
programs I have interacted with science teachers from across Northland, 
Auckland, and the Bay of Plenty and all are looking for additional professional 
develop and support in mātauranga Māori, I think it is important at least to give as 
many suggestions in the Physics portion of this subject as in the Earth and Space 
Science section of this course. One option would be to use astronomy and tātai 
arorangi to show the connection between Physics and Space Science. 

ANON-
767U-
4SVW-D 

There has been some good progress here. Concerns that the length of 
assessments have increased significantly compared to current AS. While I get 
that these new standards are worth more, we have reduced the number of 
standards to increase the quality and breath of learning. It is assumed that 
students have five periods of science a week when in our examples students have 
3.5 hours which means that some of these standards will not easily fit in (which 
should not be a reason to not do and AS). Lastly, when examples of student 
assessment options are provided, can we ensure that exemplars at each grade 
boundary are available so; 1.we are sure that each form of student assessments 
can reach each grade boundary level 2. Teachers can see examples at each 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4147-9
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4147-9
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4147-9
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4146-8
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4146-8
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4146-8
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4SVW-D
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4SVW-D
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4SVW-D
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level. So if students are given the option to complete the assessment as a poster 
or an oral presentation, we need to see example of each at A, M and E. 

ANON-
767U-
4SV5-B 

In the learning matrix, the links to te ao Maori are not always relevant, 
appropriate, or necessary. Some links do not read as natural or authentic and as 
such could be pared back significantly to improve clarity. 
Similarly, in the 'What is Phy/ESS About?', statments such as 'Ākonga will 
develop ways of thinking and ways of working in physics and Earth and space 
science as they explore mātauranga Māori concepts of taiao, whakapapa, mauri, 
mōhiotanga, māramatanga and kaitiakitanga.' This does not fit with international 
ideas about what Physics and Earth & Space Science is about. The degree of 
emphasis on te ao Maori here is unrealistic and beyond what current science 
teachers can provide. 
Furthermore, in the course outlines, statements such as: 
'Who is Rūaumoko and how can his activities shape Aotearoa New Zealand?' 
confuse myths and reality. Ideas like 'by studying the natural world over time, we 
honour our atua' make some pretty big assumptions about beliefs, which go well 
beyond science. 

ANON-
767U-
4S1Q-2 

The lack of Matauranga Māori in these standards makes it at odds with the other 
science standards. All standards should be worth 5 otherwise it makes it difficult 
mixing standards from biochem and science. 

ANON-
767U-
4S1Z-B 

The draft materials seem unfinished - it's the problem between providing suitable 
teaching guidelines but - at the same time - expecting local solutions. It can't be 
too precise and it shouldn't be too vague.... I would like more exact 
details/plans/suggestions that could be adapted. 

 
Do the sample Course Outline(s) exemplify how the Significant Learning can form a 
coherent years’ programme with opportunities to assess the 4 Standards? (Do they show 
how a course could be taught across a year in the subject? Remember these can be 
adapted to your own context.) 
Option Total Percent 

The Course Outline(s) are useful examples 0 0.00% 

The Course Outline(s) are unclear or do not contain enough 
information 0 0.00% 

The Course Outline(s) are too similar to show multiple ways a course 
could be constructed 0 0.00% 

The Course Outline(s) are not useful 0 0.00% 

Not Answered 951 100.00% 
 
Do the Course Outline(s) demonstrate how teaching and learning could be grounded in 
mātauranga Māori? 
Option Total Percent 

The course outline(s) demonstrate this clearly 0 0.00% 

The course outline(s) demonstrate this to some extent 0 0.00% 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4SV5-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4SV5-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4SV5-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Q-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Q-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Q-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Z-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Z-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.8445499525&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Z-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6049749427&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe5f0a07293%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.8280485998%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6049749427%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6049749427-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6049749427-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
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Option Total Percent 

The course outline(s) do not demonstrate this 0 0.00% 

Not Answered 951 100.00% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on the Course Outline(s)? 
No responses.  
Is this Achievement Standard [1.1] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 

The standard is ready for piloting 1 0.11% 

The standard needs small amendments before piloting 3 0.32% 

The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 9 0.95% 

The standard is unsuitable for piloting 3 0.32% 

Not Answered 935 98.32% 
 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 

The criteria are clear 3 0.32% 

The criteria need some clarification 9 0.95% 

The criteria need significant clarification 4 0.42% 

Not Answered 935 98.32% 
 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Conditions of Assessment provide sufficient 
and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 

Guidance is sufficient and clear 6 0.63% 

Further detail is needed in the guidance 7 0.74% 

Guidance is unclear 2 0.21% 

Not Answered 936 98.42% 
 
Could the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.1 be used or adapted in your local 
context? 
Option Total Percent 

I could use or adapt all 3 activities 4 0.42% 

I could use or adapt 1 or 2 activities 7 0.74% 

I could not use or adapt any of these activities 4 0.42% 

Not Answered 936 98.42% 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.7135933446&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ffe3e71efc9%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.8280485998%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.7135933446%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-7135933446-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-7135933446-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fcb9012081c%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+is+ready+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F9698912610%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+needs+small+amendments+before+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F68f74aaf9f%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+needs+significant+amendments+before+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F1b7f5ff820%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+is+unsuitable+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fdb71adc96a%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.2530742706%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-2530742706-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F4edbe2c071%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+are+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F915e968319%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+need+some+clarification
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F3dadc43790%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+need+significant+clarification
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe235084e21%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3531347227%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3531347227-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F65cf5df42d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+sufficient+and+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F57d45ee76c%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%2FFurther+detail+is+needed+in+the+guidance
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe854ef105a%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+unclear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fa527544e86%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4051188337%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4051188337-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F982b8e933a%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%2FI+could+use+or+adapt+all+3+activities
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F4182653f3d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%2FI+could+use+or+adapt+1+or+2+activities
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F66b8c929ea%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%2FI+could+not+use+or+adapt+any+of+these+activities
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F1f5e040ddb%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4672139186%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4672139186-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
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Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be recognised 
and valued in assessment? (Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for 
assessment? Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage 
with mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
Option Total Percent 

All 3 activities do this 7 0.74% 

1 or 2 of the activities do this 2 0.21% 

None of the activities do this 7 0.74% 

Not Answered 935 98.32% 
 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.1 support the engagement, access, 
understanding and participation of all learners? 
Option Total Percent 

All 3 activities do this 6 0.63% 

1 or 2 of the activities do this 5 0.53% 

None of the activities do this 5 0.53% 

Not Answered 935 98.32% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.1] and its activities? For 
example, if you noted that the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria were unclear, which 
grade level in particular is problematic and why? If you have noticed problems in an 
Activity, which one was it? 
Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4E5W-X 

The 6 credit internal does a nice job at leaving the door open for the option of a 
mātauranga Māori approach. It Is interesting again that the “waiata” option is 
listed in the conditions of assessment, just like the 1.2 physics internal. But in all 3 
possible inteternals for Ess 1.1 none of the options include a waiata. Again, it 
would be very interesting in an example that would include the depth, detail and 
overt understanding of concepts involved. 

ANON-
767U-
4EKK-8 

I really do not think the internal assessment content is suitable for the subject. The 
phase 1 ESS "big ideas" focused on "deep space and time" and "energy flows, 
matter cycles". These are foundational concepts in Earth and Space science, and 
I am really disappointed that there has been such a departure from them. The 
internal focusses wholly on "human induced changes", which puts the subject 
squarely in the realm of geography, or a small subset of the biosphere, which 
could be construed as biology. 
Please can we move back towards the original big ideas? Human changes are 
important, but at Level 1, as a foundation, understanding wider interactions 
between the four spheres seems like a much better starting point for learning 
about earth systems. 

ANON-
767U-
4E7G-G 

This standard is the closest to what we were expecting. It is still very content 
heavy, but at least there is scope for development of understanding rather than 
rote learning. 

Proa
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fb6d0d1f506%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%2FAll+3+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe2ba140614%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%2F1+or+2+of+the+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F9bcfbed849%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%2FNone+of+the+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F64b15d1d28%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5314700421%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5314700421-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F3d48c37a2f%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%2FAll+3+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F6c4735d8d3%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%2F1+or+2+of+the+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F943cd58c16%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%2FNone+of+the+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F2c3cdc71bf%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.6008592348%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5928075614%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5928075614-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EKK-8
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EKK-8
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EKK-8
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
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Response 
ID Answer 

 
There is a mismatch between the philosophy behind the learning matrix (modern) 
and the current mode of assessment (old-fashioned). If we teach students 
according to the stated learning intentions, they will develop different skills to the 
ones needed for success in the assessment. There is a real danger of teachers 
continuing to teach the same old course and totally ignoring the nature of science 
and the direction of the new curriculum. 
 
There’s a lot of cool potential for te ao māori in the 1.1 area!!! But it shouldn’t be 
the only area with authentic treatment. And none of this is present in the 1.1 
assessment document itself. Why can’t we integrate te ao māori across the 
board? Bicultural partnership, etc etc 
 
The 1.1 deforestation activity suggests consulting with local iwi about course 
design, but doesn’t add anything about this being part of a reciprocal relationship. 
We are wary of encouraging schools to take time and resources from local iwi 
without giving anything back. 
 
1.1 feels the most genuine of all the standards 

ANON-
767U-
4EUP-Q 

Heavy on Maori. Perspectives needed - may be difficult for our special 
community. BUT we can do the same and it doesn’t mean we cant have good 
discussion - they don’t have to think it's right but that it's different and we need to 
teach them critical thinking. Our own challenges within a special school but worth 
noting. 

ANON-
767U-
4EZT-Z 

There is a somewhat contrived emphasis on Te Matauranga Maori in some 
places. E.g. 
if any damage has occurred to the mana of the iwi as a result of deforestation 
This is subjective and would depend on whom one asked. It is not appropriate to 
science skills. 

ANON-
767U-
41XX-E 

This a poorly defined standard. 
 
1) The critera between the difference levels are weak - what is the difference 
between examining and interpreting changes within the Earth system? 
 
2) It is unclear how questions 5 and 6 are addressed, because the standard is too 
vague. 
 
3) Most importantly, the standard focuses on with human interaction on Earth. 
However, this is but one part of Earth science As an academic in this field and 
someone who undertakes a large amount of outreach to schools, I must point out 
that the Earth is a complex system of which humans have influenced only the last 
100,000 years (although all the proposed topics are really only for the last few 
hundred years), yet Earth is 4.5 billion years old. Human activity is therefore only 
an very small part of Earth's evolution. I do not know what is meant by "the Earth 
system" in the context presented, because it is not only the human impact - which 
is not the major processes affecting Earth. 
 
The proposed topics therefore certainly do not demonstrate "interconnectedness" 
with the Earth system and instead totally exclude most Earth processes. More 
appropriate topics would be, for example, the cycling of fluids through subduction 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EUP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EUP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EUP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EZT-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EZT-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EZT-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41XX-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41XX-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41XX-E
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Response 
ID Answer 

zones and out volcanoes, or how plate tectonics build mountains and ocean 
basins, or how the land changes by repeated Earthquakes. 

ANON-
767U-
41JB-A 

Seems to be Social Studies orientated 

ANON-
767U-
41JQ-S 

This seems like a social studies standard, not a science standard. 

ANON-
767U-
41GJ-F 

THIS IS A GEOGRAPHY STANDARD!!! 
It considers the impact of humans on a natural system. To be an ESS standard, it 
would simply describe and explain the system. 

ANON-
767U-
41MC-E 

I am concerned that this standard is specific to human-induced changes. Where is 
the opportunity across the Physics and Earth & Space Science standards to 
include geology and natural phenomena? Earthquakes and Volcanoes must be 
able to be used as a context somewhere surely? They are fundamental to life in 
NZ and relevant to all people in NZ. 

ANON-
767U-
41BN-E 

The most important aspect of this of this standard is that is only focused on 
human-induced changes to the Earth System. Huge changes on all time scales 
take place without any human interaction. Plate tectonics can happen fast 
(earthquake) or slow (mountain uplift). There is no doubt than human-induced 
changes are important locally and golbally, but the acheievement standard MUST 
include both kinds. I would also note that mining of critical elements (lithium, 
copper, nickel) is absolutely necessary for the transition to renewable energy so 
that burning of fossil fuels can be stooped. 

ANON-
767U-
4EP7-S 

The current proposed standard appears to have significant overlap with the 
proposed geo level 1 standards. and sample course outlines. It would be good if a 
clear distinction was made between the subjects at this level. The development of 
the teacher guidelines that are attached to the L1 science standards would aid in 
the distinction between the attainment levels. 

ANON-
767U-
41ZR-A 

It would be good to include the types of spheres in the standard. They are in the 
assessment tasks but should map back to the standard to clarify the spheres 
types involved. 

ANON-
767U-
4EPU-Q 

The guidance is not specific enough to allow teachers in different schools to 
assess to the same standard. In addition it is not clear how standards progress 
from one level to another. 

ANON-
767U-
41TT-6 

Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be 
recognised and valued in assessment? 
- there are gaps 
Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for assessment? 
- yes 
Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage with 
mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
- no. 
They do not provided specific examples of Maori knowledge relevant to the topic 
to guide concept development. I understand the importance of local iwi or hupa 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41JB-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41JB-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41JB-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41JQ-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41JQ-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41JQ-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41GJ-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41GJ-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41GJ-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41MC-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41MC-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41MC-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41BN-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41BN-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41BN-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EP7-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EP7-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EP7-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EPU-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EPU-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-4EPU-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.6428029571&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
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Response 
ID Answer 

but to guide concept development a spectrum of diverse examples could be 
provided 
 
1. - how did Maori mine ? 
2. - what are examples of how mining effects cultural practises 
3. - what are examples of how mining effects other cultural practises 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.2] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 

The standard is ready for piloting 2 0.21% 

The standard needs small amendments before piloting 5 0.53% 

The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 10 1.05% 

The standard is unsuitable for piloting 6 0.63% 

Not Answered 928 97.58% 
 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 

The criteria are clear 5 0.53% 

The criteria need some clarification 8 0.84% 

The criteria need significant clarification 10 1.05% 

Not Answered 928 97.58% 
 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Conditions of Assessment provide sufficient 
and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 

Guidance is sufficient and clear 5 0.53% 

Further detail is needed in the guidance 10 1.05% 

Guidance is unclear 7 0.74% 

Not Answered 929 97.69% 
 
Could the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.2 be used or adapted in your local 
context? 
Option Total Percent 

I could use or adapt all 3 activities 3 0.32% 

I could use or adapt 1 or 2 activities 13 1.37% 

I could not use or adapt any of these activities 6 0.63% 

Proa
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fdca0dfec87%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+is+ready+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F164aa91d0f%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+needs+small+amendments+before+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F837e5d480d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+needs+significant+amendments+before+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F687500f1a3%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+is+unsuitable+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fc051d478b4%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.3722255445%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-3722255445-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F3e31905c85%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+are+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ffa591ec4f2%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+need+some+clarification
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F047fe18a66%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+need+significant+clarification
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fdefa9b0a52%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.4634339286%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-4634339286-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F24255fd2af%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+sufficient+and+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fb17dc8212d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%2FFurther+detail+is+needed+in+the+guidance
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F43710c19af%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+unclear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fbc044cab9f%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.5234813263%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-5234813263-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Feca8db0a95%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%2FI+could+use+or+adapt+all+3+activities
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fda629e4935%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%2FI+could+use+or+adapt+1+or+2+activities
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F137eef1478%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%2FI+could+not+use+or+adapt+any+of+these+activities
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Option Total Percent 

Not Answered 929 97.69% 
 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be recognised 
and valued in assessment? (Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for 
assessment? Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage 
with mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
Option Total Percent 

All 3 activities do this 5 0.53% 

1 or 2 of the activities do this 14 1.47% 

None of the activities do this 2 0.21% 

Not Answered 930 97.79% 
 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.2 support the engagement, access, 
understanding and participation of all learners? 
Option Total Percent 

All 3 activities do this 7 0.74% 

1 or 2 of the activities do this 12 1.26% 

None of the activities do this 4 0.42% 

Not Answered 928 97.58% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.2] and its activities? For 
example, if you noted that the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria were unclear, which 
grade level in particular is problematic and why? If you have noticed problems in an 
Activity, which one was it? 
Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4EAT-7 

There are so many issues with this standard. Models are not defined well and the 
tasks don’t make sense. This isn’t physics and we don’t know what it is. The tasks 
have no data collection, graphing or analysis. What were the SEG thinking? 

ANON-
767U-
4EHE-Y 

This standard should have some form of data gathering, either quantitative or 
qualitative, preferably quantitative. Maybe for the house insulation, on different 
days they measure how long it takes their house to cool down/heat up when there 
is a temperature difference outside. Maybe they record how long certain devices 
are left on during the day and calculate their energy usage by reading the rated 
power output multiplying by the time left on. I know Science 1.1 has data 
recording, but I think there should be some sort of evidence gathering that the 
students undertake so they are interacting with their environment. 

ANON-
767U-
4ENG-7 

First of all, it's unfortunate that this is phrased in terms of "use models" rather than 
"modelling". It's a clumsy way of putting things. Far more meaningful would to 
have students model something (i.e. an active focus on the student actually doing 
physics, rather than a discussion of how other people do physics) 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F9faee8a836%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6035466035%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6035466035-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F812a965ba9%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%2FAll+3+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F131db843a6%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%2F1+or+2+of+the+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fb0a71a585c%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%2FNone+of+the+activities+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F1798a75542%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.6780580024%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-6780580024-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.7686631348&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fa164325eda%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1171755318%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.7686631348%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-7686631348-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-7686631348-radiosubquestion%2FAll+3+activities+do+this
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The standard appears to be fine and understandable, but the three sample 
activities are not at all clear in what students are actually expected to do. What 
ARE the models that are suggested to be used (e.g. what EXACTLY is meant by 
a 'rope model of electricity?) and what are students expected to do with these 
models? There are some good ideas in here (e.g. the three contexts, earth ovens, 
electricity in the home and health homes are good) but I don't see the activities 
being usable as written. 

ANON-
767U-
4E5W-X 

This is very different from what was foreshadowed by the phase 1 resource titled 
“investigate relationships in aspects of physics”. The best solution would be to 
reinstate the original (phase 1) plan for this internal. 
 
The use and discussion of possible limitations of “models” instead of actual 
“modeling” an idea or concept is missing the point entirely of the importance of an 
assessed investigation in physics. One interpretation of this error is that this 
standard was written by a non-physics teacher. Using a “model”, much less 
interpreting the usefulness or limitation of multiple models, is an entirely different 
thing than using mathematical modeling in the process of an investigation. 
Assessed physics investigations (the original plan by the SEG for this standard) 
involve only a few components but each are critical and none can be removed 
without invalidating the worth of the assessment: gathering data (making all the 
necessary decisions and choices along the way), interpreting that data (to see if 
and how well it matches with known laws of physics), drawing valid conclusions 
on that data and its collection and finally evaluating the worth, validity and other 
issues related to the parameters of the experiment and the data collected. 
 
A practical (or experiment) with the 4 above components is 1 of the cornerstones 
of learning physics. It is shocking that what has been put up for the phase-2 
consultation round is so lacking in its understanding of this. 
 
Note: the S1.1 (91920) is not the same as what is explained above as S1.1 
attempts to assess and compare various methodologies used in various parts of 
the sciences without the required depth and detail explained above that would be 
a single, in depth process of a physics investigation. Thus allowing S1.1 and 
“Phy/Ess 1.2” to both exist would not cause any issue or overlap as they do two 
very different things. 
 
Also, under explanatory note #2 it states: “A model is a representation of a 
concept, an object, a process, or a system, that is used to describe and explain 
phenomena. Candidates must use more than one model to show their 
understanding of a phenomenon“... WHAT!?! Is the author of this standard 
thinking about “metaphors” or “similes” as “models”? For any given phenomenon 
in physics there may be a few common metaphors used, but in many cases only a 
single common metaphor is in play, thus how can “more than one model” be 
required? 
 
Under the conditions of assessment, a possible assessment could be a waita. As 
the common definition of wiata (from the MoE’s NCEA-review glossary) is a Māori 
song that usually commemorates some historic event, it is hard to imagine how 
the required information & detail could be included to show understanding of any 
“model” or physics of the underlying situation. An example of such a waita would 
be very helpful. 
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Also, the conditions of assessment bluntly show how the phase 2 version of this 
standard has been drastically changed from the phase 1 intended “investigate 
relationships in aspects of physics”. The phase 1 idea should be re-instituted as 
explained above. At least the critical flawed change in the direction of this 
standard is bluntly included at the end of the “unpacking the standard” section: “an 
investigation may be conducted as part of teaching and learning to collect primary 
data to use for this assessment; however, the investigation is not assessed by the 
standard.“ Thus making it clear that someone, somewhere decided to move away 
from an assessed investigation to a new standard on the comparing and 
contrasting of metaphors (models) for certain physical phenomena. Please revisit 
this decision and allow an actual assessed investigation as explained above. 

ANON-
767U-
4E33-R 

Should do well in ESS1.4 to get into 12PHY, but ESS1.2 may not specifically 
relate to Y12-13 PHY courses - the concepts covered in 2 out of 3 activities are 
not continued in Y12 Physics. 
 
Activity 1 - Earth Oven offers plenty of opportunities to recognise matauranga 
maori. Just a few of its concepts are related to Year 12 Physics. 
Activity 2 - Electrical Power in the Home has concepts that are strongly related to 
Year 12 Physics (Electricity) but they might be too complex to be delivered by 
non-Physics-specialists. Allows little opportunities to recognise matauranga maori. 
Activity 3 - Healthy buildings is similar to Activity 1, most of the concepts are not 
strongly related to Year 12 Physics but offers opportunities to value matauranga 
maori. 
 
This course offers a good opportunity to learn about 
radiation/convection/conduction/black body absorption/radiation as that is not 
focussed on in the earlier years anymore. (Activities 1 and 3) 
 
If this standard becomes a part of a specialised course (e.g. Physics/ESS 101), 
Activity 2 could be used as the assessment as it has a good amount of concepts 
used in Year 12 Physics. 
 
ESS 1.2 seems like it could be very tricky for non-physics teachers to accurately 
mark or give feedback on. 

ANON-
767U-
4E7G-G 

“The phenomena and concepts of the physical world can be investigated and 
explained through physical inquiry and problem solving” significant learning notes 
are completely unrelated to the 1.2 assessment about models! 
 
Neither “exploration” and “research” apply to the physics internal (1.2) as currently 
stated - it’s an essay. Surely it would be better as a series of investigations to 
develop or use models to explain relationships in everyday applications. This 
would also allow more freedom for Matauranga understanding. 
 
DESIGN AN EXPERIMENT TO MODEL A REAL WORLD PHENOMENON (e.g. 
wrap a beaker full of hot water with insulation to model a hangi pit) and explain 
WHY this model is a good way to demonstrate the relationship and HOW it 
explains the relationship for 1.2 
 
The contexts used are not relevant to today’s teenagers. For example, the home 
insulation context is not relevant for teenagers - maybe address heat in the 
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context of going to a rugby match. Which jumper is best and why, should you sit 
on the metal or wooden bench, etc. 

ANON-
767U-
4EZT-Z 

The concept of 'using models' to ... is not clear. Does that mean use a context to 
show understanding? 

ANON-
767U-
41RY-9 

This all looks quite positive, although the task as published shows a lack of 
understanding about AC 

ANON-
767U-
41GK-G 

These activities will be marked very subjectively if it is a vlog/video/ppt. There 
should be a clear rubric . It is also ver superficial and looks like the activities we 
do for Year 10. Some cover heat and some cover electricity which makes the prior 
learning extremely wide. I am nervous that this can create a divide between the 
learning of different schools. Heat vs Emag ??? More guidance needed and better 
criteria statements so that it is not a subjective judging. Maybe the rubrics are still 
in development 

ANON-
767U-
41AB-1 

This entire standard is mis-guided. Physics is a practical subject where it is 
essential that students carry out Physics investigations: gathering and interpreting 
data, mathematically analysing data, comparing results to physics theory, drawing 
valid conclusions and evaluating the validity of the investigation/applicability to a 
real world context. In other words, this standard should be a practical Physics 
investigaiton. 

ANON-
767U-
41D4-P 

Suggest that Internally Assessed Activities are secured (no public access) 
Sharing ideas about how the standards lead into year 12 chem / bio / physics. 
Make explicit links to Matauranga Maori within the standards 
Ensure ONE year level doesn’t get hit by being the guinea pigs for ALL 3 levels 
Sample papers to base our marking on. 
Adding the requirements for science skills e.g. modelling will ensure students gain 
a diverse learning experience. 
Can assess the students in a variety of ways. 

ANON-
767U-
41UY-C 

The "model, concept, phenomenon" in the 1.2a assessment schedule is baffling. 
Most students would really struggle to understand the difference between a 
concept and a model at Y11. This will make getting merit and above very difficult. 

ANON-
767U-
4ED6-C 

The critiquing of "models" is not really appropriate at this level. The meaning of 
"models" is not clear in the guidance nor is what is expected in the interpretation 
of the "triangle" 
It is disappointing that the advice of the SEG has been disregarded 

ANON-
767U-
41ZR-A 

Hopefully, teachers are intelligent enough to know the difference between making 
a model and modelling there is no confusion. 

ANON-
767U-
41TT-6 

Earth oven, Home, and Heating. More examples could include the use of volcanic 
heat, feather cloaks ? How'd Maori, Pacifica, others insulate their homes? 

ANON-
767U-
4SVJ-Z 

This standard is beyond L1 learners. It is beyond most teachers. The writer of this 
standard is suffering from what Carl Wieman describes as "The curse of 
knowledge" (where they are such an expert at their subject, they forget what it is 
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like to learn the subject). 

I am a big fan of models, and how we use models to understand science and 
nature. However, I think it is far beyond students to have the metacognition to 
critique conceptual models. To be able to critique a model, is to have such 
expertise that you are able to understand when the model breaks down (as the 
model has reached its limitations). Even the best students in Year 11 will not be 
able to tell the difference between when their model breaks down (as it has 
reached its limitations), and when they are just applying the model incorrectly. 

As an example, I would not expect my students to be able to critique the "M and 
M" model of circuits, as 99% still struggle to form mental models of the voltage 
and current concepts anyway. 

Teachers themselves are confused with what a model is in science. It is even 
clear, when reading these standards, that different writers have different 
understanding of what a model is. Many teachers will think a model is only an 
analogy (like the rope model of electric current). Others think a model in science is 
only when a computer is involved (like weather modeling or the current COVID 
modeling). If a working definition of a conceptual model evades most of our 
teachers, how do we expect our students to master this exercise in 
metacognition? 

I believe this standard would have a perfect place as a paper in a post graduate 
science education course. It will be interesting (and fruitful) for an expert teacher 
to be able to critique conceptual models, and give reasons when it is best (and not 
appropriate) to be teaching with different models. 

I have considerable experience and expertise in models in science education and 
am happy to discuss further with the writer if they wish to email me: 

ANON-
767U-
4S1Z-B 

I do understand how this standard has become a "compare at least two models" 
standard. In terms of pedagogy, students need a mastery of the science before 
they can compare at least models. They same to be engaging with the scientific 
ideas,learning the scientific ideas and comparing models of the scientific ideas all 
simultaneously. I would imagine a small handful of my students will be able to do 
this and the rest will become lost. This appears to be another attempt to have 
NOS as the only focus for the standard... 

Is this Achievement Standard [1.3] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 

The standard is ready for piloting 2 0.21% 

The standard needs small amendments before piloting 2 0.21% 

The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 5 0.53% 

The standard is unsuitable for piloting 1 0.11% 

Not Answered 941 98.95% 

9(2)(a)
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.0175474940&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F6da2455b8a%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.0175474940%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-0175474940-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-0175474940-radiosubquestion%2FThe+standard+is+unsuitable+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.0175474940&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F44ef8eafc9%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.0175474940%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-0175474940-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-0175474940-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
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Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 

The criteria are clear 4 0.42% 

The criteria need some clarification 5 0.53% 

The criteria need significant clarification 1 0.11% 

Not Answered 941 98.95% 
 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Proposed Assessment Approach provide 
sufficient and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 

Guidance is sufficient and clear 4 0.42% 

Guidance is insufficient 5 0.53% 

Guidance is unclear 1 0.11% 

Not Answered 941 98.95% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.3]? For instance, do you 
think the Proposed Assessment Approach will be capable of supporting fair and equitable 
assessment? 
Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4E5W-X 

The 4 credit external CAA mentions stimulus supplied prior to assessment. How 
soon before? To what detail? In what format? In what length? Many questions 
remain. Once again, an external example would be extremely helpful, if not 
required, to fully understand how this assessment would work. 

ANON-
767U-
4E7G-G 

It seems like 1.3 is very western and barely uses any matauranga māori (except 
in a tokenistic way ������� ). The 1.3 the standard is nearly exactly the same as the 
existing (Old NCEA) nighttime daytime standard, except it is now externally 
examined. The unpacking tab sounds like it is talking about a totally different 
standard, with lots of cool ways to look at astronomy and incorporating 
Matauranga, with indiginous knowledge being used to predict the effects on the 
earth etc (eg maramataka), but this is hindered by a backward assessment style. 
 
There’s SO MUCH cool astronomy that could be included in here but is being 
ignored. It’s like they’ve chosen the driest possible topic. The removal of deep 
time and distance from the big ideas has taken away some of the most interesting 
content in the space science part of the course. 
 
Daytime nighttime needs to be taught in primary and intermediate. We are sick 
and tired of having to do it in high school. It is not a difficult concept! 

ANON-
767U-
4EUP-Q 

sun/earth/moon familiar content potentially YES!! But the mautauranga Maori, 
pacific and other beliefs so maybe NOT in our special character school - 
something to work on. 
Would be really helpful if some example assessments were provided so we can 
get our head around the CAA will work. 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F023d998221%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+are+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fdf781c741d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+need+some+clarification
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F39166e6a65%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%2FThe+criteria+need+significant+clarification
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F915447f501%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.0658355632%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-0658355632-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F0580aea660%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+sufficient+and+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F222073e9b1%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+insufficient
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F5c09a98db0%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%2FGuidance+is+unclear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ff7906d5452%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1829619551%2Fquestion.2021-07-30.1028941859%2Fquestion-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%3Alist=question-2021-07-30-1028941859-radiosubquestion%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4EUP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4EUP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4EUP-Q
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Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
411T-3 

Under unpacking the standard it talks about "a stimulus, which they will have a 
designated period of time to unpack prior to completing the assessment activity." - 
This leads me to believe that this standard will better assess the teachers than the 
students. Students with better teachers will be better prepared by said teachers 
for this exam, as the teacher will help unpack the potential questions asked about 
the stimulus/resource and work through potential problems. Students with 
teachers who are 'not great' won't have this additional assistance, or may be 
steered in the wrong direction by a teacher who misunderstands the 
stimulus/resource. This will widen the gap between the 'haves' and the 'have-
nots'. 

ANON-
767U-
41JZ-2 

.. 

ANON-
767U-
41AB-1 

Based on the Unpacking, it appears that the CAA will be heavily literacy-based 
and essentially a reading comprehension assessment. This will disadvantage 
those learners requiring reading and/or writing /learning support. 

ANON-
767U-
4EP7-S 

There is insufficient information given to be able to comment on this standard. 
While the proposed standard outlines what is intended to be assessed, there is no 
guidance given as to the level of understanding that students will be required to 
have. The current unpacking simply gives that it is a CAA at the end of term 2 
where students will be given the stimulus to respond to a designated time before 
hand. It would be beneficial to have at least a sample assessment task to 
understand what students would be required to do. 

ANON-
767U-
41ZR-A 

The amount of guidance from teachers, peers, whanau will need to be clear as 
some students may receive more help that others to unpack that resources used 
for the CAA. 

ANON-
767U-
41TT-6 

"Learners can explore how Māori, Pacific, and other indigenous knowledges 
describe the interaction of the Sun, Earth, and Moon and the implications for life 
on Earth." 
 
As far as I can tell there are no Maori examples provided for this unit, in fact no 
examples of resources at all? 
I understand the importance of including or referring to contributions from local iwi 
and hupu (tangata whenua). In this case I am concerned about the the numerous 
local interpretations of the luna cycle and solar system. How can local knowledge 
and or individual/specific cultural knowledge be interwoven into a national external 
assessment?.... 
 
As with all of the assessments I am concerned about the lack of clarity and 
blurring between spiritual and cultural scientific knowledge. A Cultures spiritual 
beliefs and scientific knowledge should not be contrasted and compared within a 
science class as concepts "from the same page". it demeans both. 
 
 
Clear examples of cultural scientific knowledge should be included as guidance . 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.4] ready for piloting? 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-411T-3
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-411T-3
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-411T-3
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41JZ-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41JZ-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41JZ-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41AB-1
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41AB-1
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41AB-1
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4EP7-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4EP7-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-4EP7-S
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-07-30.1508551272&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
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Option Total Percent 

The standard is ready for piloting 4 0.42% 

The standard needs small amendments before piloting 6 0.63% 

The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 10 1.05% 

The standard is unsuitable for piloting 2 0.21% 

Not Answered 929 97.69% 
 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 

The criteria are clear 9 0.95% 

The criteria need some clarification 6 0.63% 

The criteria need significant clarification 8 0.84% 

Not Answered 928 97.58% 
 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Proposed Assessment Approach provide 
sufficient and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 

Guidance is sufficient and clear 7 0.74% 

Guidance is insufficient 9 0.95% 

Guidance is unclear 7 0.74% 

Not Answered 928 97.58% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.4]? For instance, do you 
think the Proposed Assessment Approach will be capable of supporting fair and equitable 
assessment? 
Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4EAT-7 

How boring. Let’s do a mechanics exam for physics. 
Momentum can’t be included at this level. Where is waves and electricity and light 
and magnetism. So disappointed 

ANON-
767U-
4EHE-Y 

Momentum should probably be removed and left with level 2 physics, to teach 
momentum vectors should really be taught beforehand (just my opinion). Also, 
weight is a force it doesn't need to be identified separately. The rest looks good. 

ANON-
767U-
4E5W-X 

The inclusion of only mechanics is NOT what was foreshadowed by the phase-1 
SEG material. What was foreshadowed, and is doable, is a CAA in term 4 that 
has multiple parts for the student to select from: mechanics, heat transfer, waves 
and electricity. An easy method would be for the student to select two of the four 
sections of the assessment. An assessment like this is not hard to accomplish and 
is done in other countries easily. It will give the opportunity of choice of 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fd35757621d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%2FThe+standard+is+ready+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F6a281268ad%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%2FThe+standard+needs+small+amendments+before+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fd7bf028e5f%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%2FThe+standard+needs+significant+amendments+before+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F8b9d991f4d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%2FThe+standard+is+unsuitable+for+piloting
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fdc364d6b01%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048%2Fpasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617448.64-61048-1627617448.86-32662%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617459.58-10006&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ffa9192182c%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617459.58-10006%2Fpasted-question-1627617459.58-10006-1627617459.85-62718%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617459.58-10006-1627617459.85-62718%2FThe+criteria+are+clear
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627617459.58-10006&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe5571e7e78%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1522676041%2Fpasted-question-1627617459.58-10006%2Fpasted-question-1627617459.58-10006-1627617459.85-62718%3Alist=pasted-question-1627617459.58-10006-1627617459.85-62718%2FThe+criteria+need+some+clarification
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curriculum/content/learning-programs to schools rather than locking them into all 
doing the same thing (mechanics only). 
 
Also, the inclusion of the term “momentum” is in ERROR at Yr11 physics. The 
concept of momentum has been taught for years in Year 12 physics. To move it, 
in any way, into Yr11 will cause confusion as to how deep to learn or teach it. It 
will also cause issues for Yr12 physics assessments as MoE usually puts on 
restrictions that if a concept is assessed in 1 year then that concept cannot be 
assessed again the next year. Thus including momentum at Yr11 is unwise and at 
best, shows a flawed understanding of the progression of concepts taught in Yr11, 
12 and 13 physics. It should be removed. There are enough mechanics concepts 
without including momentum for Yr11 students to wrap their minds around and get 
a broad base of understanding before opting into deeper learning at L2 and L3. 
 
Note: the list of concepts in the explanatory note #2: “distance and time; speed; 
force; mass and weight; acceleration; momentum; kinetic energy and gravitational 
potential energy” The issue here, besides the inclusion of momentum (which 
should be removed) is the fact that weight is a force. Thus listing force would 
include weight as well as other forces. Is the author implying the traditional 
concept of “mass vs weight” as they are 2 different things? The wording seems 
clumsy and even amateuristic (not drafted by a physics teacher). 
 
Reverting to the original plan, explained in phase 1 documents, and even 
increasing the credit value to 6 (dropping the internal to 4) would be a vast 
improvement. This would reflect that the external would cover at least 2 of the 4 
main areas of physics and leave it up to the schools to choose which 2 to 
incorporate into their course(s). 
 
Final thought: the phase 2 version looks like a stripped down, unspecific and 
flawed version of the current S1.1 external 90940 without the pressure, work and 
power content. Just compare the 2 and you’ll see how much more specific the 
explanatory notes of 90940 are compared to this draft. Again, this is not what was 
expected by phase 1 NCEA review documents and limiting to the students of NZ. 

ANON-
767U-
4E33-R 

Comparing this standard to the old Mechanics standard, the concepts of work, 
power and pressure have been removed and momentum has been added. We 
think that work, power and pressure are more useful in terms of providing a "broad 
fundamental learning" and that the more abstract concept of momentum should 
remain in Year 12. Moreover, retaining focus on pressure would also be beneficial 
because it does not appear in the later courses and would therefore not be taught 
at all. 
 
Distinction between “Describe” (Achieved), “Explain” (Merit) and “Analyse” 
(Excellence) needs further clarification. We need to see draft external exams and 
marking schedules to be sure of judgement criteria for A/M/E. 
 
It would be helpful to include what explicit relationships (i.e. formulae) will be 
assessed in the standard. 
 
Good to see it stated in the standard that "learners will need to demonstrate skills 
in simple problem solving, interpreting how relationships are used to describe and 
represent concepts, using descriptions and representations to explain concepts" 
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and that "representations and calculations include: graphs, diagrams, 
relationships" i.e.our interpretation and expectation of this is that it will require 
akonga to "calculate" as well as "explain" Physics concepts. 
 
We would also like the new standard to retain a focus on distance-time graphs 
and velocity time graphs, as this will provide students with required conceptual 
knowledge and skills as a lead into Year 12 kinematics. 
 
We do need to see a clear assessment timeline across the academic year from 
MoE (including mid-year assessments) so that we can build and plan course 
structures around that. 

ANON-
767U-
4EWK-M 

This is similar to the current Mechanics Level 1 course. I am unsure that adding 
momentum at Level 1 is a good idea. Similarly I am unsure that removing 
pressure is a good idea 

ANON-
767U-
4E7G-G 

The 1.4 external seems very old-fashioned. How is it going to be elevated from 
the previous mechanics exam? Wouldn’t it be better for the students to learn how 
these explanations of phenomena came about? Follow the journey from the 
experiments that allowed the discovery of the ideas and the formulae involved 
through to the application in cultural or modern day contexts. Give students the 
chance to develop the relationships rather than remember the formulae without 
knowing the why of it. 
 
It would be cool to have some part of the physics/ess course digging into how 
physics allows you to communicate your understanding in a variety of ways - 
written word, mathematical working, drawing diagrams, and creating graphs! 
Rather than the same old report writing or plugging numbers into an equation. 
 
The current design of the physics standards will not force a shift in pedagogy of 
physics teachers. All this is doing is allowing them to continue in the same way as 
they have been doing for the past 100 years! 
 
The contexts used are not relevant to today’s teenagers. For example, the home 
insulation context is not relevant for teenagers - maybe address heat in the 
context of going to a rugby match. Which jumper is best and why, should you sit 
on the metal or wooden bench, etc. 

ANON-
767U-
4EUP-Q 

Looks good - familiar to the current 90940...or is it...........??? 

ANON-
767U-
41RY-9 

Learning objectives focus on the current Science 1.1 mechanics, except not as 
good. 
The course outlines do not seem to relate to the phase 2 standards. They still look 
like they are leftovers from the phase 1 standards? This left us with very little to go 
on. 
Keeping matauranga Maori front and centre with the content of this standard 
would be difficult and tenuous/tokenistic at best. 
Momentum is a vector quantity. This is unwise to include in Yr 11 and this should 
be removed. How would akonga have enough of a foundation to do momentum 
properly? How would teachers without a Physics background handle this? 
The standard is very different from PES 1.4 in Phase 1. too narrow to have 
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authentic learning contexts. Could we revert to something that encompasses 
more Physics concepts? Are heat, electricity and magnetism all being contained 
to just PES 1.2? 

ANON-
767U-
41J2-T 

Discussion among teachers indicates that there is uncertainty to elements such as 
vectors and their role in the new level 1 standards. Additionally, the way the 
standards are separated does not allow for level 1 introduction of waves. 

ANON-
767U-
41JZ-2 

no 

ANON-
767U-
41GK-G 

The concepts look like a merge between old level 1 and 2 mechanics. The 
baseline knowledge required for this is missing - like vectors for the momentum 
section. It is unclear to what level to teach this and if we should cover vectors or 
not. If so the vectors need to be introduced in the speed part as velocity as that is 
the momentum link. Do we also introduce impulse as that is a vital part of 
momentum. It definitely feels like we are flying the plane while building it to quote 
another educator 

ANON-
767U-
41AB-1 

The content suggested in the Phase 1 material was much better than the Phase 2 
- why is only Mechanics included ? Why couldn't it include heat, wave, electricity 
with options for the students to choose from in the assessment ? 
Inclusion of Momentum is NOT appropriate -it is covered in 1 dimension at Level 2 
and 2 dimensions at Level 3; how then is it to be treated at level 1, and why ? 
Remove it from Level 1. 
The writers of this standard need to be taught that weight is a force - it is 
nonsense to list weight separately to force. 

ANON-
767U-
412S-3 

Why is momentum there and not Pressure? 

ANON-
767U-
41D4-P 

There needs to be more specificity about exactly what content/skill levels are 
considered as meeting the standard. 
What does L6 Curriculum look like for Physics and Chemistry? Difficult to 
comment on these matrices without this information 
Common current issue is NCEA prioritises/pigeon holes certain content over other 
so schools leave out key parts of the curriculum in favour of credits. 
Some of the assessment methods are not actually assessing the focussed 
idea/skill but relying on other skills (e.g. literacy comprehension) to ‘assess’ the 
content. 
Concern that poor literacy skills would exclude students from the externals due to 
the requirement to interpret the information given, expectation we teach literacy 
and comprehension 
Momentum SHOULD NOT be included at Level 1!!!!! 

ANON-
767U-
41UE-R 

No 

ANON-
767U-
41UY-C 

This standard has become far too focused on Mechanics. The previous version 
which essentially covered all of Physics was preferable in terms of making an 
engaging course provided some more guidance would be given in terms of depth 
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of coverage. 
This has some really odd things 
1. Mentioning both "Forces" and "mass and weight" raises the question of what is 
meant by "Forces". Are these the 4 fundamental forces, or does the writer not 
understand that weight is a force. 
2. Why has momentum come down from level 2? Momentum really can't be 
taught without vectors, and they aren't being taught in maths at this level. In the 
past when we taught vector mechanics in Level 1, it was in terms of displacement 
and velocity which are much simpler concepts for a Y11 student to master. 
Momentum is far too abstract for a general Y11 course, certainly not a "tangible, 
everyday context." 
3. Where are work and power? Again, these are much more tangible things than 
momentum. 

ANON-
767U-
4ED6-C 

There needs to be greater clarification of the content and the degree of difficulty 
which would be assessed in an external exam. The inclusion of momentum rather 
than pressure at this level needs further exemplars of the level. 
The specific relationships need to be given in terms of the equations to be 
used/known. Would a resource sheet be included as at present? 

ANON-
767U-
41U4-7 

Learning objectives seem to focus on the content covered in the current Science 
1.1 mechanics standard, except not as good. 
The course outlines do not seem to relate to the phase 2 standards. They still look 
like they contain leftovers from the phase 1 standards (where is magnetism 
supposed to fit now?) This left us with very little to go on when trying to get our 
head around the standard. 
Keeping Matauranga Maori front and centre with the content of this standard 
would be difficult and tenuous/tokenistic at best. 
Momentum is a vector quantity. This is unwise to include in Yr 11 and this should 
be removed. How would akonga have enough of a foundation to do momentum 
properly? How would teachers without a Physics background handle this? 
The standard is very different from PES 1.4 in Phase 1. Too narrow to have 
authentic learning contexts. Could we revert to something that encompasses 
more Physics concepts? Are heat, electricity and magnetism all being contained 
to just PES 1.2? 

ANON-
767U-
41ZR-A 

This is obviously similar to the current S1.1 Mechanics standard. Pressure, Work 
and Power were good real life examples for students to relate Physics principles 
to. 

ANON-
767U-
41TT-6 

At this stage the I think there is limited information to work from. 
The concepts, provided they are taught in one direction and vectors aren't bought 
into it are fine for level 1 
There are no examples of Maori knowledge, or Maori world view exemplified with 
in the resource, limiting guidance. 

ANON-
767U-
4S1Z-B 

Seems a very limited standard designed to give students at Level 1 the 
impression that Physics is just Mechanics. It seems like it was put together in a 
few minutes from an old standard with no details and, again, no pedagogy 
involved, as momentum is a very difficult concept for most 15-16 year olds (they 
have enough issues distinguishing energy and forces). 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-4ED6-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-4ED6-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-4ED6-C
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41U4-7
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41U4-7
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41U4-7
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41ZR-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-41TT-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Z-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Z-B
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627617483.68-7635&user_id=ANON-767U-4S1Z-B
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Do the four Achievement Standards as a group credential the most important knowledge 
and/or skills for this subject as illustrated by the Learning Matrix? 
Option Total Percent 

Yes 3 0.32% 

Some gaps 10 1.05% 

Large gaps 9 0.95% 

They cover the wrong knowledge and/or skills 3 0.32% 

Not Answered 926 97.37% 
 
Do the Achievement Standards support ākonga Māori to succeed as Māori? (select all that 
apply) (Do the Standards value mātauranga Māori? Do they place the learner at the centre?) 
Option Total Percent 

All standards do this 11 1.16% 

1.1 does this 7 0.74% 

1.2 does this 5 0.53% 

1.3 does this 4 0.42% 

1.4 does this 2 0.21% 

None of the standards do this 4 0.42% 

Not Answered 928 97.58% 
 
Are the Achievement Standards appropriate to Level 6 of the curriculum? (Approximately 
Year 11) 
Option Total Percent 

Yes 11 1.16% 

They are too challenging 1 0.11% 

They are not challenging enough 7 0.74% 

They are a mix of too challenging and too easy 6 0.63% 

Not Answered 926 97.37% 
 
Do you have any further feedback on the Achievement Standards? If you noted that there is 
important knowledge and/or skills missing, please detail that here. 
Response 
ID Answer 

ANON-
767U-
4EXD-E 

Physics and Earth Science - essentially all I see in the resources is half 
Earth/Space and half Physics. There is no decent or meaningful combo of these 
two areas of Science. It seems that kids will do 2 terms of 'Earth Sci' and 2 terms 
of 'Physics' with no overlap. 
 
PhysESS1.1 has good intention and allows a variety of viewpoints. The title needs 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F1cd7d69872%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%2FYes
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F79c2de603b%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%2FSome+gaps
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F73b35a98b0%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%2FLarge+gaps
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ff3c857080a%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%2FThey+cover+the+wrong+knowledge+and%2For+skills
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F66b19055bf%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244%2Fpasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621645.43-61244-1627621645.7-63854%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F1582c85c0d%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2FAll+standards+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F16b713b437%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2F1.1+does+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fa93404beeb%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2F1.2+does+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F789b5ebb55%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2F1.3+does+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F62c5db9475%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2F1.4+does+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F205a3b52a8%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2FNone+of+the+standards+do+this
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fc7ebd87de8%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366%2Fpasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621666.66-48366-1627621668.12-70702%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F7103982319%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%2FYes
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fa9384a5fce%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%2FThey+are+too+challenging
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe40567278f%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%2FThey+are+not+challenging+enough
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fb5ad9f33b1%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%2FThey+are+a+mix+of+too+challenging+and+too+easy
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fras-level-1-phase-2-test%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F464b35ffc8%2Fsubpage.2021-07-29.1672630538%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665%2Fpasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%3Alist=pasted-question-1627621706.69-13665-1627621706.95-70932%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EXD-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EXD-E
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EXD-E
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Response 
ID Answer 

to include "Human-induced" as people who read the AS title may get the wrong 
impression. The content that would need to be covered to meet the standard is 
extensive and may be beyond the curriculum level. This standard lends itself more 
towards Chemistry and Biology ideas with an Earth Science context than it does 
with Physics ideas. 
 
PhysESS1.2 is not ready for piloting. More explanation is required in the standard. 
 
PhysESS1.3 is not ready for piloting. Resources for this standard are non-existent 
which is disappointing. 
 
PhysESS1.4 is essentially the same as the current Year 11 Science standard 
(Mechanics). It's had momentum added in. Again, no resources for this standard 
is disappointing. There are no resources to show how this can link with Earth Sci 
or Matauranga Maori. 

ANON-
767U-
4EN2-J 

The mātauranga seems optional. 
We're not sure what they mean in terms of momentum - what will be in there? 
The external assessments are wild - CAT - how will mātauranga knowledge be 
assessed in an external, if not all students eg) maramataka. 
It's obvious that this set of standards is written by a different SEG - less 
Mātauranga Pūtaiao - seems quite disjointed. 

ANON-
767U-
4E5W-X 

Both physics standards require a major rewriting - shifting back to the phase 1 
plans of an assessed experiment and wider-than-just-mechanics external. The 
credit values could then be logically shifted to 6 for the external and 4 for the 
assessed experiment internal. 
 
Allowing the choice of a geological context or geological events in the ess-
standards would be preferable than just sun/earth/moon or human impact on 
Earth systems. 
 
For any external, it is a deep worry that any set of explanatory notes lacks 
specificity and detail. Compare any phase 2 external with any current NCEA 
external and it will become obvious that the NCEA-review documents need much 
more clarity, depth and detail. One purpose of the explanatory notes is to 
ringfence what is and is not assessed, but the other primary purpose is to specify 
what exactly is inside that boundary. Broad statements or phrases that can be 
interpreted in many different ways will lead to failure of the external assessment 
system as well as the failure by the students of NZ. 

ANON-
767U-
4EWK-M 

Electricity is not explicitly covered, although it can be used in 1.2 to use models to 
demonstrate understanding. Not clear that this will give enough foundation to 
students in Electricity 

ANON-
767U-
4E7G-G 

It would be helpful to teachers if the bio/chem learning matrix and the phys/ess 
learning matrix followed the same format 
 
Authentic use of te ao māori would be better and not that hard if the focus was 
taken away from content. Chucking in a waitata as an assessment method at the 
end is super tokenistic. 
 
Models as a descriptive or experimental tool is way too broad a category to base 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EN2-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EN2-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EN2-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4E5W-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EWK-M
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EWK-M
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4EWK-M
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/ras-level-1-phase-2-test/consultation/response_view?fromQ=pasted-question-1627621721.91-70415&user_id=ANON-767U-4E7G-G
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an assessment around because they’re so disparate. For example, the particle 
model for quantum physics, or using a beaker for a hangi pit. These are so 
different, they are related only broadly philosophically, and not in a practical or 
useful sense. 
 
The terminology in the documentation referring to models is misleading. This is a 
very broad category. Are they referring to “predictive tools”? because there are 
lots of models such as animations or particle theory which are models, but not 
used for making predictions. This type is very relevant to physics. 
 
It’s difficult to parse all the different documents provided because they are all so 
disparate from each other!!! The big ideas and significant learning are quite 
different to the standards, which are not closely reflected in the course outlines. 
 
The four standards for 01SCG are very Nature-of-Science-oriented, and the four 
PESS standards are very content-oriented. How do we reconcile this? Is the 
ministry pandering to old-fashioned teachers by creating these courses? If so, 
why? 
 
The removal of the deep time Big Idea from Phys/ESS is a big loss. Day and night 
is a really minor point within the greater and much more interesting aspects of 
Astronomy. The Idea around deep time was cool and could easily be tied to space 
travel and the work of Rocket lab- a totally NZ concept! At least expand the cycles 
one to include satellites! 
 
There is a mismatch between the philosophy behind the learning matrix (modern) 
and the current mode of assessment (old-fashioned). If we teach students 
according to the stated learning intentions, they will develop different skills to the 
ones needed for success in the assessment. There is a real danger of teachers 
continuing to teach the same old course and totally ignoring the nature of science 
and the direction of the new curriculum. 
 
It would be cool to have some part of the physics/ess course digging into how 
physics allows you to communicate your understanding in a variety of ways - 
written word, mathematical working, drawing diagrams, and creating graphs! 
Rather than the same old report writing or plugging numbers into an equation. 
 
The current design of the physics standards will not force a shift in pedagogy of 
physics teachers. All this is doing is allowing them to continue in the same way as 
they have been doing for the past 100 years! 
 
As a suggestion, The big ideas could be altered to force a change in course 
development and allow for more freedom of assessment 
The first two big ideas could be unified through their use of equations to represent 
physical phenomena as determined by empirical investigations (as the new big 
idea 1, replacing ideas 1 & 2) 
Forces transfer energy and the total amount of energy in the universe is constant 
(as the new big idea 3) 
 
Our current pilot general science course has integrated all areas of science into a 
story. The physics component allows students to ‘discover’ the relationships, 
rather than being presented with maths straight away. They are not being turned 
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off physics because of this. Discovery of relationships is way less off putting and 
more fun than slogging through a whole lot of mathematical equations as in the 
current (old) NCEA standards. 

ANON-
767U-
4EU4-U 

The Big Idea is "Interacting processes within and between Taiao | the Earth 
system dynamically shape and affect the surface, climate, and life on Earth" which 
comes from the Big Idea Of Science "The composition of the Earth and its 
atmosphere and the processes occurring within them shape the Earth's surface 
and its climate.". However PES1.1 is explicitly human induced change, which 
precludes lots of other changes caused by interacting systems, as suggested by 
the NZC "Develop an understanding of how the geosphere, hydrosphere, 
atmosphere, and biosphere interact to cycle carbon around Earth." 
The external common assessment task for PES1.3 only in Term 2 would prevent 
schools from developing semester based courses, as it couldn't be taught to 
students in T3/4 if they'd already missed the assessment. If all assessments were 
at the end of the year then semester courses could still work. As the co-requisite 
Literacy and Numeracy standards are planned to be available 3 times per year, 
why can't all the externals be available multiple times? Either all at the end 
(although this would mean 4hrs of external assessment for students studying 
PES!) or both available in T2 and T4 to allow alternative course design. 

ANON-
767U-
4EPC-5 

1. Physics should not have to share time with earth and space science. Earth and 
space science is very specialised and rather idiosyncratic subject area which 
should not detract students' time from learning about the fundamental laws of the 
universe. 
2. More emphasis on experimentation should be placed. 
3. Problem solving involving leveraging facts about a situation like conservation of 
momentum or energy, angles, followed by a thoughtful algebraic manipulation is 
the only type of physics which will be of interest to those with a mind suited for 
physics, and it seems like these are taking a back seat to rote learning and 
factoids. 

ANON-
767U-
4191-8 

Departments need to have the flexibility to pick and choose any standards from all 
4 lines, and not be restricted to a 50/50 balance of internal/external standards. 
Schools should have the freedom to choose the standards that suit them best, not 
be restricted by blanket rules. 

ANON-
767U-
41J3-U 

Vectors in Forces and Motion 

ANON-
767U-
41JM-N 

1.4 - The momentum requires vector knowledge 
I also feel that the activities (1.2) are very polarising and either focusses on heat 
or electricity. I feel that both concepts need to be covered. 

ANON-
767U-
41JZ-2 

No 

ANON-
767U-
41GJ-F 

Much of the content covered in these standards seems more to be curriculum 
level 4-5 (for example, day, night, seasons, phases of the moon etc which most 
schools teach in Y9). 
Furthermore, there is no mention of matauranga Maori in ANY of the standards, 
which seems a particularly glaring omission considering how it has been applied 
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in the Chemistry and Biology standards, particularly given how obvious the links 
are in some areas. 
The lack of any kind of detail regarding the external standards makes it almost 
impossible to comment on, as there is no clarity on the depth of knowledge 
required within these standards. 
Finally, it is unclear how these standards will prepare akonga for Level 2 physics 
or ESS. 

ANON-
767U-
41AB-1 

Physics is a practical Science; it is vital that there is a Physics Investigation 
standard. The Science investigation does not cover the same skill set. 

ANON-
767U-
4ED6-C 

Electricity and heat are missing and the standard 1.2 could only be used to 
assess one or the other 

ANON-
767U-
4EP7-S 

It is hard to comment without having a learning matrix that shows the progression 
of the assessment to level 1 through to specialist sciences at levels 2 and 3. 
There needs to be a clearer distinction between Earth sciences and geo (this is an 
issue with the curriculum documents) as well as a more cohesive approach to the 
four standards. It would have been good if electricity and more on energy had 
been specified in the standards. 

ANON-
767U-
41ZR-A 

We think the balance of concepts is good across the 4 standards. Work, Power 
and Pressure would be good to still be included. 

ANON-
767U-
41TT-6 

Through out I have expressed my concern as to blurring the line between a 
cultures spiritual and scientific knowledge and being clear on how to use or 
unpack traditional knowledge in a scientific context . I think clear examples should 
be provided as guidance. 
 
For example : 
We are not expected to contrast and compare Christian creationist views with 
physical scientific evidence when investigating the evolution and patterns of our 
solar system, ditto we should not be using the myths of Ranginui and 
Papatūānuku, in such a manor. 
However, all cultures have a good scientific knowledge of lunar cycles and 
employed them. 
 
There needs to be clear guidance as to what it means to include a maori world 
view within the subject matter as discussions with other teachers indicates that 
there is confusion on this concept. 
 
A divers range of unbiased support material from across NZ should be included in 
the resources particularly when considering a national external examination of 
concepts... for example there are multiple lunar calendars across the world and 
within NZ . 
 
When teaching human impact on the environment it is important to recognise the 
impact all humanity as had on extinction through out time -in an unbiased manor. 
No society or culture can claim to be "environmentally friendly". 
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I understand the drive for acquiring local knowledge and i thoroughly support it as 
it will be more relevant to the students. For this this be successful there needs to 
ba a hub structure or "local" points of contact to source information from or else 
this could become a painful fishing misinformed exercise. 

ANON-
767U-
4146-8 

I do not feel like enough information is presented about AS1.4 to be able to 
comment if it values mātauranga Māori. 
 
Given the Assessment tab remarks that students can compile work and use it to 
fulfil multiple standards, it would be nice if AS from other subjects that might be 
closely related and fulfilled using one packet of work are also listed and/or linked 
at the bottom of each assessment criteria. This will also help emphasise how 
different subjects are interlinked/rely on each other. 

ANON-
767U-
4SV4-A 

Here is a great opportunity to include mātauranga maori, and a lot of it is missing. 
As discussed with my colleagues ... Much of the content covered in these 
standards seems more to be curriculum level 4-5 (for example, day, night, 
seasons, phases of the moon etc which 
most schools teach in Y9). 
Furthermore, there is no mention of matauranga Maori in ANY of the standards, 
which seems a particularly glaring omission considering how it has been 
applied in the Chemistry and Biology standards, particularly given how obvious 
the links are in some areas. 
The lack of any kind of detail regarding the external standards makes it almost 
impossible to comment on, as there is no clarity on the depth of 
knowledge required within these standards. 
Finally, it is unclear how these standards will prepare akonga for Level 2 physics 
or ESS. 

 
What do you think of the proposal to change the title of Physics and Earth and Space 
Science? 
Option Total Percent 

I think it should remain as Physics and Earth and Space Science 4 0.42% 

I think it should change to Physics and the Earth 1 0.11% 

I think it should change to Combined Science: Physics and Earth and 
Space Science 2 0.21% 

I think it should change to Earth and Space Physics 0 0.00% 

Not Answered 944 99.26% 
 
Response ID Answer 

ANON-767U-4E7G-G Physical science 

ANON-767U-4EUP-Q Earth and Space Science and Physics 

ANON-767U-4146-8 Physics, Earth, Space, & Environmental Science 
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